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Genre: Sci Fi / Thriller
Logline: An online gamer gets injected with a deadly Super Virus, so now he must decode the DNA to
get the cure before it kills him and before a pharmaceutical corporation releases the virus into the world’s
population.
Daniel, an online gamer known as “The Beast,” lives in a makeshift apartment in his mom’s basement
and works a dead-end job.
On his way to work Daniel gets injected with a Super Virus by a brilliant biochemist, who’s fleeing from a
hit squad sent by his employer – a pharmaceutical company. The Virus, which immediately attacks
Daniel, also contains the DNA cure. Suddenly he has super powers and knows what to do.
The pharmaceutical company plans to release the Virus into the world to profit from a drug they’ve
formulated that treats the symptoms.
Meanwhile, in his gaming world, Daniel is smitten with a young woman, “Princess Maya”.
to meet at a game expo.

They decide

Instinctively Daniel knows he has to decode the DNA, not only to save himself – but to save the world.
Daniel sets up a crude lab in his apartment and does experiments to decode the DNA. His lab is
inadequate, so he enlists Maya’s help to sneak him into her father’s lab so that he can complete the
experiments.
The pharmaceutical company CEO discovers what Daniel is up to and wants him to decode the cure for
them.
Daniel learns that he’s spreading the Virus and has infected his mom and Maya.
In a race against the clock, Daniel manages to decode the cure and tests it on himself. The serum
succeeds in curing his virus, but it removes his super powers. Still thinking he has superhuman powers,
Daniel must prevent the pharmaceutical company from releasing the virus.
Meanwhile, it was no accident that Daniel was injected by the biochemist. It turns out he’s Maya’s father,
who entrusted Daniel to decode the DNA.
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